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approaches   towards   this   aim   are   evident;   empirical 
methodologies,   giving   rise   to   data­driven   procedures;   self­
reflective (innate) methodologies, resulting in artifacts that are 
based  on   intellectual   understanding;   collaborative   approaches, 





















these   processes,   exploring   participatory   development   of 










2001):  to  share common understanding of   the structure  of  in­
formation among people or software agents; to enable reuse of 
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domain   knowledge;   to  make  domain   assumptions   explicit;   to 























































quent   testing   of   software   during   the   development   approach, 
rather than employing testing at the end of the main period of de­






































•       Comparison to a gold standard: an advantage of simplified 
representation is participants’ ability to compare candidate 










formation.   In   the  former case  (textual  resources),  various 





available   is  more closely  tied  to  a  relatively static  set  of 
physical   characteristics,   notably   geographic/positional   in­
formation, and hence may be applied much more directly in 
the ontology development process.
•     Evaluation by humans:  how well  an ontology meets  pre­
defined criteria. The definition of those criteria is a com­
plex process   in   itself  –   indeed,   the  development  process 









bility has additionally been observed,  particularly  in  the  latter 
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